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ryptophan ( ), the precursor of serotonin ( - ), is one of the most 
investigated amino-acids.  supplementation can increase -  levels in 
the brain and for this reason numerous studies have investigated whether 
administration of  can positively influence social behavior that relies on 
serotonergic function. ere we review the available studies on , to 
clarify if and under what circumstances  supplementation might 
modulate social behavior.  supplementation seems to improve control 
over social behavior in patients and individuals suffering from disorders or 
behaviors associated with dysfunctions in serotonergic functioning. In 
contrast, in healthy humans  supplementation seems to promote social 
behavior. Although more research is needed to disentangle and understand 
the relations between individual differences,  effectivity, -  
functioning, social interactions, and conte t, we conclude  can be a 
promising tool for modulating social behavior. 
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ocial interactions pervade our daily lives. Although social behavior  is a 
very broad term encompassing many different actions, one can distinguish 
between two ma or, albeit non-e haustive categories  on the one hand 
there is prosocial behavior, which has been defined as voluntary acts 
intended to help or benefit others, for e ample by helping or donating (Bar-

al, 9 6  taub, 9  isenberg, 9  Brief  otowidlo, 9 6  enner, 
ovidio, iliavin,  chroeder, ). n the other hand there is antisocial 

behavior, which has been defined as voluntary acts intended to harm or 
disadvantage others, for e ample through aggression and dysfunctional 
impulsivity (e.g. avussanu, eal,  hilips, 6  age, avussanu,  uda, 

6). A different way of classifying social behavior uses the interpersonal 
circle model of behavior ( oskowit , 99  ), according to which 
behavior can be classified along two dimensions, namely agreeable-
quarrelsome and dominant-submissive. he dimension of agreeableness 
and quarrelsomeness bears resemblance to prosocial and antisocial 
behavior, with prosocial and agreeable behavior typically serving to affiliate 
with others, whereas antisocial and quarrelsome behavior typically serves 
to distance the person from others. otably, neither behavior is e clusively 
dominant  or submissive , which comprises an orthogonal dimension. 

Interestingly, increased serotonin ( - ) levels in the brain have 
been linked to social behaviors such as affiliation and cooperation (for 
reviews see rockett, 9  iser, teemer, Brainchi,  omberg, ). In 
contrast, research has shown social behaviors such as aggression and 
irritability, as well as certain disorders, are related to disturbances in 
serotonergic functioning, although the GABA-ergic, dopaminergic and 
glutaminergic systems may be involved as well ( illiams, Brignell, andall, 

ilove,  a ell,  elvara , Arnone, appai,  owes,  esch , 
Araragi, aider, van den ove,  Gutknecht,  for reviews see oung  
eyton,  ic ek, ish, oseph,  e Almeida,  iser, teemer, 

Brainchi,  omberg, ). or e ample, -  dysfunctions have been 
found to be associated with antisocial, impulsive, and violent criminal 
behaviors (Brown, Ballanger, inichiello,  Goodwin, 9 9  irkkunen  
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rv nen 9  irkkunen et al., 99  iao, ong, hih,  sai,  
occaro, anning, han,  ee, ).  

Given this association between -  function and social behavior, 
there is the possibility that modulating -  could lead to positive changes 
in social behavior. ne method of modulating -  is administering its 
precursor tryptophan ( ).  is an essential amino-acid that is derived 
from the diet, as the human body cannot produce  itself. Importantly, 

 contributes to brain protein synthesis and can increase -  synthesis 
in rats ( uwiler, 9 ) and humans (Bowers, 9  ccleston, Ashcroft,  

rawford, 9 ). or this reason, numerous studies have investigated 
whether administration of  can positively influence social behavior that 
relies on serotonergic function ( rockett, 9  iser, teemer, Brainchi,  

omberg, ).  
owever, findings from  studies have not been completely 

unequivocal and numerous factors such as individual differences and 
social conte t might determine the effect of  on social behavior. In this 
review, we will summari e the available studies on  and social behavior 
with the aim of illustrating equivocal findings, and, where possible, highlight 
consensus among studies. Afterwards, we list potential modulators of 
response to  supplementation. In doing so, we hope the present review 
may stimulate future studies to take into consideration the unresolved 
inconsistencies as well as the possible modulator factors when designing 
and analy ing e periments involving . Before reviewing any studies, we 
will first elaborate on how  supplementation influences -  function.  
 

ec anism o  action 
 
After ingesting , its plasma levels increase ( uwiler et al., 9 ) and the 
synthesis of -  in the brain can be doubled ( oung  Gauthier, 9 ). 

ffects of  on -  synthesis mainly occur because of the en yme 
tryptophan-hydro ylase ( ), involved in the first step of  to -  
conversion and responsible for regulating the rate at which  is 
transformed into -  ( oung  Gauthier, 9  heehan, haryan, 

c avish, ampling,  owen, 996  ilber  chmitt, ).  is already 
saturated at a dose of  grams (gr) of , which results in doubling of the 
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rate of -  synthesis ( oung  Gauthier, 9 ). owever, lower doses are 
used as well, which presumably do not fully saturate  and therefore 
increase but not necessarily double -  synthesis ( oung  Gauthier, 

9  heehan, haryan, c avish, ampling,  owen, 996).  
In contrast to other large neutral amino-acids ( AAs) such as 

valine, leucine, tyrosine, isoleucine, and phenylalanine,  is the amino-
acid that is least found in protein ( u, 9). hus a diet rich in protein will 
lead to smaller increases in  plasma levels than in the plasma levels of 
other AAs (for a detailed e planation see le loc h, tten  erlot, 

). urthermore, all AAs have to be transported through the blood 
brain barrier (BBB) by the same transport system. As such, the AAs 
compete for transport across the BBB, which limits uptake of  in the 
brain ( ldendorf  abo, 9 6  ernstrom, 99  ). As a result of this, 
brain  and -  levels could actually decline when  is consumed 
along with other AAs ( ernstrom  aller, 9 , see also igure ). he 
intake of pure , however, leads to a significant increase in plasma  
levels and the AA ratio at appro imately 6  minutes after 
administration. eak plasma and AA levels are reached  hours after 
intake and remain elevated for at least -  hours ( uwiler et al., 9  

olavka et al., 99  arkus, irk, Gerhardt, loek,  molders, ).  
As reported by iratsuka et al. ( ), doses up to  gr of  per 

day do not cause any known adverse metabolic effects. ne study reported 
side-effects of  intake such as di iness and epigastric pain when 
administering doses of  gr daily for  weeks, although these complaints 
were also observed before the start and during the run-in placebo week of 
the study ( homson et al., 9 ). In a study in which  gr  daily was 
administered to participants for  weeks, one patient reported diarrhea as 
a side-effect of  intake (van raag, orf, ols,  chut, 9 ). hese 
studies are two e amples of cases in which long-term use of moderate 
doses of  resulted in side-effects. he aforementioned side-effects are 
more likely to occur when higher doses are used (i.e. -  mg kg  for a 
review see ernstrom, ). he number and variety of reported side-
effects increases when looking at higher doses taken over longer periods 
(e.g. 6 gr daily for  months  teinberg, Annable, oung,  iyanage, 999). 

uch high doses might not be recommendable not only because of such 
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side-effects, but also because the  en yme is likely to already be 
saturated by a dose of  up to  gr ( oung  Gauthier, 9 ), suggesting 
doses higher than this are unlikely to provide further enhancement of -  
function. astly, side-effects may occur when  is taken in combination 
with a drug that also enhances -  functioning (e.g. certain 
antidepressants). hese side-effects include tremor, nausea, drowsiness, 
and di iness ( ernstrom, ). In rare cases, serotonergic functioning can 
be stimulated too much (e.g. when combining  with -  drugs) and 
serotonin syndrome  occurs. ymptoms of this syndrome include delirium, 

myoclonus, hyperthermia, and coma ( ernstrom, ).  
egarding the cognitive mechanism underlying effects of  on 

social behavior, a prevalent hypothesis is that through its effect on 
the serotonergic system might bias processing of emotional information. 
ow -  function has been associated with an increase in aversive 

processing ( ools, oberts,  obbins, ), that is, low -  levels are 
related to a bias in attention towards punishment ( hamberlain et al., 

6b  ools, obinson,  ahakian, ) and distractors with a negative 
emotional load ( urphy, mith, owen, obbins,  ahakian, ), and 
away from happy facial e pressions ( urphy, mith, owen, obbins,  

ahakian, ). onversely, enhanced -  levels achieved via repeated 
administration of the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor ( I) 
citalopram or  supplementation are associated with reduced fear 
recognition ( armer, ackay, eid, owen,  Goodwin, 6) and intensity 
rating (Gibson et al., ), increased recognition of happy faces ( urphy, 
onghitano, Ayres, owen,  armer, 6) and intensity rating (Gibson et 

al., ), and reduced attentional vigilance towards negative words 
( urphy, onghitano, Ayres, owen,  armer, 6). owever, not every 
study has demonstrated a selective bias towards positive information with 
high -  levels and towards negative information with low -  levels. or 
e ample, Attenburrow et al. ( ) showed intake of  increased the 
recognition of both happiness and fear. evertheless it is clear from these 
studies that the serotonergic system is closely related to the processing of 
emotional information. Indeed, armer ( ) and armer, Goodwin and 

owen ( 9) suggested that decreasing  levels may decrease -  
synthesis and turnover, resulting in a negative bias in automatic processing 
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of information. uch a bias could potentially promote negative social 
behaviors like aggression. In contrast,  supplementation, similar to 
antidepressants that raise -  levels ( armer, ), might cause positive 
re-biasing in information processing , resulting in more attentiveness to 
positive stimuli. It is possible such a bias could promote more positive social 
behaviors such as affiliation and cooperation.  

 

  chematic representation of the effect of acute tryptophan ( ) 
depletion (red arrows) and supplementation (green arrows) on  to 
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serotonin ( - ) conversion. rocesses above the dashed line take place 
before travelling through the blood brain barrier, processes below the 
dashed line after transportation through the blood brain barrier. AA  
large neutral amino acids. 

   
 

 revious reviews have e tensively focused on the effect of  depletion 
on cognitive functions ( endelsohn, iedel,  ambeth, 9), mood, and 
social behavior ( uh , ason,  chene,  oung  eyton,  

oung, ). he general finding in these reviews is that low -  can 
decrease mood and increase aggressive and antisocial behavior, although 
results are still equivocal and vary somewhat between studies. In contrast, 
the goal of the current paper is to review studies on  supplementation 
and its effects on social behavior.  

tudies reviewed here were found using the keywords 
tryptophan , supplementation  loading , social  and behavior  in 

eb of cience. In addition, forward and backward citations were studied 
to look for additional studies not directly found through eb of cience. 

tudies selected for this review had to be studies in humans including at 
least one  supplementation condition and measuring social behavior 
outcomes.  

he available studies on  supplementation can be divided into 
two ma or domains of research. ne line of research has focused on 
humans with psychiatric disorders and or showing antisocial behaviors 
associated with decreased or dysfunctional -  availability in the brain 
(hereafter, referred to as clinical populations ). esults of these studies 
suggest that  can serve as a potential treatment or supplement to 
treatment for clinical symptoms associated with suboptimal or 
dysregulated -  levels, e.g. in order to promote inhibition of antisocial 
behavior such as aggression, impulsivity, etc. A different line of research has 
focused on healthy humans with supposedly normal -  levels. hese 
studies suggest that  has promising potential for promoting social 
behavior, in particular prosocial and agreeable behavior. hese two lines of 
research are used to structure our overview. e start with studies on  
and clinical populations, followed by studies on healthy individuals. 
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haracteristics and main outcomes of the reviewed studies are presented in 
able .   
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  verview of studies on the effect of tryptophan supplementation 
on antisocial and prosocial behavior. hen available, the mean age is 
reported alongside the range.   ryptophan, AA  arge neutral 
amino acids,   serotonin,   study directly measuring social behavior 
as opposed to indirect measures such as self-reports or questionnaires. 
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any clinical conditions are associated with reduced or dysfunctional -  
levels. ence, it is reasonable to assume that  supplementation may 
improve certain clinical symptoms by altering -  availability. ne of the 
most prominent disorders related to decreased -  functioning is 
depression ( oppen, 96  Albert, Benkelfat,  escarries, ). Indeed, in 
addition to increasing the effectiveness of antidepressants such as 
monoamine o idase inhibitors and tricyclic antidepressants (for a review 
see oung, 99 ),  may be effective as an antidepressant alone (for 
reviews see haw, urner  el ar,  ilber  chmitt, ). 

owever, as pointed out by ilber  chmitt ( ), the variance between 
the available studies with regard to dosage, study design, sample si e, and 
sample population makes that there is still little consensus in terms of the 
effectiveness of  in treating depression. or e ample,  has no 
additional effectiveness when compared to placebo in severely depressed 
patients ( houinard, oung, Bradwe n,  Annable, 9  haw, urner,  

el ar, ), but does have positive effects in mild to moderately 
depressed patients ( homson et al., 9  haw, urner,  el ar, ). 

espite the strong connection between depression and social behavior (e.g. 
eader  lein, 996  Bosc, ), to the best of our knowledge, no studies 

have addressed whether and to what e tent  supplementation can 
affect social behavior in depressed patients. owever, a study by 

ogenelst, choevers, and aan het ot ( ) did address the idea that  
supplementation may be beneficial for individuals at risk of developing 
depression, such as those who have a family history of depression, whose 
social functioning is altered relative to control individuals ( atters et al., 

 annie, armer,  ohen, ). Importantly, annie, armer and 
ohen ( ) suggested decreased social functioning, as observed in these 

individuals, may be a result of impairments in the processing of emotional 
stimuli. his is in line with the idea that decreased -  functioning may 
lead to a negative bias in information processing ( ools, oberts,  

obbins, ) and that antidepressants that raise -  levels cause a re-
biasing towards positive information processing ( armer, ). ollowing 
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this idea, ogenelst, choevers,  aan het ot ( ) conducted a double-
blind study to investigate whether individuals with a family history of 
depression would show more agreeable and less quarrelsome behavior 
after a  supplementation intervention (  gr of  or placebo,  times a 
day, for  days). In contrast to the e pectations, however, the intervention 
had the opposite effect   supplementation led to increased quarrelsome 
behavior and diminished agreeable behavior. otably, the findings of 

ogenelst, choevers and Aan het ot ( ) only applied to interactions at 
home and, as such, it is not clear whether these results generali e to other 
social conte ts. urthermore, quarrelsomeness is sometimes regarded as a 
mild form of reactive aggression ( oskowit , ) that, at least in animals, 
is aimed at enhancing social status, coherence and territorial control and is 
positively related to serotonergic activity (de Boer, aramaschi, atara an, 

 oolhaas, 9). ence, the authors speculated the increase in 
quarrelsome behavior may indicate achieving more control over social 
interactions at home ( ogenelst, choevers,  aan het ot, ), instead 
of promoting social behavior per se. onsistent with the idea that  may 
improve control over social interactions, oskowit , uroff, Aan het ot, 
and oung ( ) found  gr of  taken  times a day to lower 
interpersonal spin (i.e., the large fluctuation in interpersonal behaviors 
around the interpersonal circumple  across situations) and, thus, to 
increase social behavior consistency, in individuals with elevated trait 
irritability and low trait agreeableness. his suggests that individuals with 
high propensity to anger and or problems with bonding with others 
because of their difficulties with the control of interpersonal behavior might 
benefit from  supplementation.  

Another prominent psychiatric disorder that has been associated 
with reduced -  levels is schi ophrenia ( elt er et al., ). A study on 
treating patients with schi ophrenia by supplementing them with  dates 
back several decades ago ( orand, oung,  rvin, 9 ). his treatment 
was reported to help reduce the frequency of aggressive incidents in 
schi ophrenic patients convicted for interpersonal crimes ( orand, oung, 

 rvin, 9 ). Another study on female patients showed that  (6 gr per 
day) did not affect the frequency of occurrence of aggressive or violent 
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incidents, however it did significantly reduce the need for antipsychotic or 
sedative in ections to control their aggression ( olavka et al., 99 ).  

ther studies have addressed the role of -  functioning in 
modulating aggressive, violent, and criminal behaviors, which have 
previously been associated with -  dysfunctions and reduced -  levels 
(e.g. ruesi et al., 99  Brown, Ballanger, inichiello,  Goodwin, 9 9  

irkkunen  rv nen, 9  irkkunen et al., 99  iao, ong, hih,  
sai.,  occaro, anning, han,  ee, ). Given that  can 

enhance -  functioning,  might have a positive influence on these 
antisocial behaviors. Indeed, B ork and colleagues ( ) showed that in 
aggressive men, after  supplementation ( .  gr  added to an amino 
acid drink) higher plasma  levels were associated with less aggressive 
responses to provocation as assessed by a modified version of the point 
subtraction aggression paradigm ( herek, chnapp, oeller,  ougherty, 

996). In a study by inn, oung, ihl, and rvin ( 99 ), it was found that 
changes in plasma  levels as a result of  administration ( .  gr of  
added to  gr of other AAs) negatively correlated with hostile mood  
increase in  levels was associated with less hostility, whereas  level 
reduction was associated with higher hostility. Interestingly, these 
correlations were found to be stronger for males with high trait levels of 
hostility and aggression. urther evidence that  availability can affect 
aggressive responses comes from a study by ihl et al. ( 99 ). In this study 
aggressive behavior was inde ed via the intensity of the shocks people were 
willing to deliver to another individual after having received themselves 
shocks with intensities either below their pain threshold (i.e., low 
provocation condition) or above it (i.e., high provocation condition). It was 
found that an increase in  levels led participants to reduce the intensity 
of the shocks delivered to the alleged partner. owever, such an outcome 
was only observed for the low provocation condition and when  
depletion was compared to  administration ( .  gr added to  gr of 

AAs) but not when compared to a balanced drink ( .  gr  added to 
 gr AAs). In another study,  supplementation ( .  gr added to 
 gr of amino acids) was found to reduce self-report ratings of angriness, 

quarrelsomeness, hostility, and annoyance, but only for males with high 
trait levels of aggression ( leare  Bond, 99 ). astly, arsh and 
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colleagues ( ) found, using a similar design ( .  gr of  added to  
gr of amino acids) but including only females, that  administration 
significantly reduced aggressive responses in an aggression-provoking task 
( herek, chnapp, oeller,  ougherty, 996) when compared to a 
control condition (i.e., a low monoamine diet). verall, these findings 
suggest  may modulate aggressive behavior, although effects may 
strongly depend on gender and personality characteristics (e.g. trait levels 
of aggression). he lack of consideration of these factors may e plain why 
other studies failed to observe any effect of  on aggression ( mith, ihl, 

oung,  rvin, 9 6  B ork, ougherty, oeller, herek,  wann, 999), 
 supplementation also seems to be beneficial for male children 

with a history of physical aggression and behavior regulation difficulties 
such as A . sing a double-blind procedure, antel- ivier et al. ( ) 
compared two groups of boys with a history of elevated physical aggression 
with regard to provocative, impulsive, and affiliative behavior, perspective 
taking, and emotion recognition. ne group received an acute .  gr dose 
of , while the other group received a neutral placebo. All children then 
played a game against the computer, although they thought they were 
playing against another person. In this game, participants have to press the 
space bar as fast as they can upon seeing a cue. hen being the fastest of 
the two, points can be earned and the participant is allowed to choose how 
many points they want to deduct from the other person and transfer to a 
neutral bank . owever, when the participant themselves are the slowest 
one, either no, a few, or a lot of their own points can be deducted by the 
computer, resulting in no, low, or high provocation conditions, respectively. 

esults showed that, compared to the placebo group, children in the  
condition showed optimal ad ustment of responding corresponding to the 
degree of provocation. hat is, compared to baseline, boys in the  
condition decided faster and took away more points from the computer 
when the boys themselves were highly provoked, making the game more 
fair. o differences were found in the no or low provocation conditions. In 
addition, the  group showed less impulsive behavior, a trend towards 
greater perspective taking, and was better able to distinguish between 
facial e pressions of fear and happiness ( antel- ivier et al., ). 

imilarly, several decades ago em er, Arnold, otolato, and c onnell 
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( 9 6) showed parents reported an improvement in behavior (i.e., lower 
impulsivity and higher concentration) of their children with A  after one 
week of mg kg  per day, as assessed by the onners arent s 

uestionnaire ( onners, 9 ) and the uay- eterson scale ( uay  
eterson, 96 ). ince -  may play a role in A  ( ades, ) and 

A  is associated with antisocial behavior ( ichards et al., ),  
supplementation might be of interest for attention deficit disorder with 
hyperactivity (A ).  

In sum,  may be used to alleviate psychiatric and neurological 
disorders and antisocial behaviors associated with suboptimal or 
dysfunctional serotonergic levels. It may help patients and individuals at 
risk for decreased social functioning to gain more control over social 
interactions ( oskowit , uroff, Aan het ot,  oung, ) and to show 
less impulsive, antisocial behavior. Indeed, the reported findings are in line 
with the idea of a key role of -  in inhibiting responses to stimuli such as 
provocation ( oubri , 9 6  poont, 99  oung, ), possibly by 
inducing a bias towards positive instead of negative stimuli. owever, it is 
worth noting that effects of  on measures related to social behavior in 
clinical populations are not yet straight-forward and predictable, as 
evidenced by counterintuitive results in individuals at risk for depression. It 
would be valuable for future studies to investigate whether results are 
more consistent when considering social conte t, the behavior of 
interaction partners, and the myriad of modulating factors discussed later 
in the section actors modulating  effectivity .  

      
 
In this section we describe studies suggesting that  can have promising 
implications for healthy individuals in promoting social behavior. A placebo-
controlled study by aan het ot, oskowit , inard, and oung ( 6) 
reported the intake of  (  gr,  times a day for  days) lessened 
quarrelsome and enhanced agreeable behavior and perceptions of 
agreeableness. In addition, a placebo-controlled study by oskowit , 

inard, uroff, Annable, and oung ( ) investigated the effect of  days 
of  supplementation (  gr).  augmented dominant behavior 
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independent of treatment order, an effect also found in monkeys (for a 
review see atanabe  amamoto, ). urther,  reduced 
quarrelsome behavior but only when given after the placebo treatment. 

he authors argued this might be e plained by the possibility that effects of 
 on cognitions and social behaviors prolonged even after  intake had 

stopped and placebo intake was started. Indeed, the authors suggested 
that it is possible that  changed reciprocal interactions of participants 
and their acquaintances. his highlights the need for baseline measures of 
behavior, as we will propose later, to detect any changes following  
intake.  
  has also been shown to modulate behavior in economic 
decision-making tasks such as the ultimatum game (G th, chmittberger,  

chwar e, 9 ) and the trust game ( amerer  eigelt, 9  Berg, 
ickhaut,  c abe, 99 ). hese games e emplify important concepts 

related to social behavior, including empathy, fairness, and altruism 
( bstein, Israel, hew, hong,  nafo, ). or instance, the ultimatum 
game taps into the trade-off between decisions motivated by fairness 
versus selfishness. In this game, participants are usually asked to make a 
proposal with regard to a distribution of money among the participant and 
another player, and or to accept or re ect a proposal by another (fake) 
participant. If the proposal is not accepted, both players receive nothing. A 
study by erit, chuur, de Brui n, and van der oes ( ), in which 
participants received .  gr of  or placebo for si  days, suggested no 
significant effect of  on behavior in the ultimatum game. owever, an 
additional analysis in which seven participants who accepted all offers post-
intervention were e cluded showed an increase in re ections of very unfair 
offers in the  group compared the placebo group. As pointed out by the 
authors, this outcome seems to challenge idea that  can promote 
prosocial behavior, although it may be e plained by the fact that on the 
testing day participants did not consume . pecifically, according to the 
authors, this may have caused a relative depletion as compared to previous 
days, thereby inducing an outcome that one would e pect as a 
consequence of  depletion ( rockett, lark, abibnia, ieverman,  

obbins, ). owever, a fact questioning this possibility is that, within 
the same study,  supplementation was also found to reduce the 
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physiological response to stress (i.e., cortisol level  for consistent results, 
see also erit, ans,  van der oes, ). Indeed, cortisol responses are 
strongly related to the automatic processing of emotional information 
( llenbogen, arson,  ishva, ), with lower cortisol responses 
indicating less reactivity to stressors. herefore, the lower cortisol response 
to stressors following , as found in the study by erit et al (  ) 
is might indicate  supplementation induced a positive bias in 
information processing, which does not fit with the relative depletion 
account advocated by the authors.. An alternative interpretation of the 
finding that  increased instead of reduced re ection rates is related to 
the idea that reciprocity is important for cooperation, which consists of a 
combination of altruistic rewarding and altruistic punishment (i.e., imposing 
sanctions on others who violate norms  ehr  ischbacher, ). As such, 
if one considers the re ection of unfair offers to reflect altruistic behavior, 
i.e. altruistic punishment, then an increase of re ections after  can in 
fact represent a form of prosocial behavior.  

inally, research has found  can promote interpersonal trust as 
measured in a trust game a task that quantifies the e tent to which one 
participant (the trustor) trusts another participant (the trustee), as 
indicated by money transferred from trustor to trustee ( amerer  eigelt, 

9 ). In line with the idea that  supplementation might promote 
agreeable, prosocial behavior, after the ingestion of .  gr , participants 
transferred significantly more euros to the trustee than after intake of the 
placebo, an indication of increased interpersonal trust ( ol ato et al., ). 

onsistent with these findings, acute  supplementation ( .  gr) has also 
been found to promote charitable donating by almost doubling the amount 
of money participants donated to charity, as compared to the placebo 
condition ( teenbergen, ellaro,  ol ato, ). 
 All in all these results suggest that  supplementation, resulting 
in enhanced -  functioning, has promising potential to promote positive 
social, i.e. agreeable, prosocial behavior.  
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As mentioned in the Introduction,  effects on -  synthesis and 
functioning seem to depend on a variety of factors, such as the competition 
between AAs (see echanism of action  section), neuronal activity, 
en ymatic activity, genetic variability, gender, age, and the amount of  
contained in one s diet ( oung, ). hese factors potentially e plain part 
of the variability in  effectivity, both within and between individuals.  

It has been shown that, at least in animals, the intake of  
significantly decreases the firing rate of serotonergic neurons ( rulson  
acobs, 9 6). Interestingly, this is also the case for the administration of 

selective -  reuptake inhibitors, which are supposed to increase -  
availability in the synapse ( ischer, ocham,  llsperger, ). Altering 
serotonergic levels via  supplementation is most likely to influence the 
rate of -  release when neurons are firing at a high rate ( rulson  
acobs, 9 6). his leads to the possibility that effects of  administration 

might be most effective in circumstances under which the firing rate of -
 neurons is increased, for instance when showing a high level of 

behavioral arousal ( oung, ihl,  rvin, 9  oung, ), which, at least 
in animals, has been found to determine the amount of release of -  
( ueter, ornal,  acobs, 99 ). owever, in the aforementioned study by 

ihl et al. ( 99 ), in which arousal levels were supposedly increased by 
delivering shocks to the participants before being confronted with an 
aggression-provoking task, effects of  were only observed in the low 
arousal condition (i.e., when the intensity of the shocks was below the pain 
threshold) but not in the high arousal condition (i.e., when the intensity of 
the shocks was above the pain threshold). his suggests that the supposed 
relationship between arousal levels and  efficacy may apply only to 
situations in which arousal levels are moderately high.  

As the  en yme is essential to converting  into - , it is 
important to consider the conversion of  takes place in two locations via 
two different types of en yme  the gut ( ) and the brain ( ) 
( alther et al., ). ince -  cannot pass the BBB whereas  can, all 
available -  in the brain depends on the conversion of  to -  by 
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 after  has passed the BBB. ence, if the  en yme in the gut is 
very active, more  is converted there and less will be available to pass 
through the BBB and be converted into -  in the brain. hus  might 
have less impact on social behavior in individuals with highly active  
en yme. 

Another source of variability in the effectiveness of  
supplementation may be vitamin B and  availability. Indeed, activation of 
the  en yme, involved in the first step of the conversion of  into -

 in the brain ( alther et al.,  Gutknecht, riegebaum, aider, 
chmitt,  esch, 9), depends on vitamin  hormone availability 

( aussler, urutka, i wicki,  orman,  sieh et al.,  atrick  
Ames, ). Also, the decarbo ylase en yme involved in the last step of 
the conversion of  in -  needs vitamin B6 (pyrido ine) as a cofactor in 
order to convert -  into - . Accordingly, even though vitamin B6 is 
not a precursor of - , it can be considered a rate-limiting factor in the 
final step of -  synthesis ( alder n-Gu m n et al.,  eac et al., 

). or these reasons, it is often advised to take vitamin B and  
supplements along with . It is possible  might have reduced 
effectivity in individuals with deficient vitamin B and  levels. 

urthermore, variations in genes associated with serotonergic 
functioning might contribute to inter-individual variability in response to 

. wo e amples of relevant genes are the  gene and the serotonin 
transporter gene ( - ). In the  gene, the A-  polymorphism seems 
to play an important, functional role. Although the e act role of this gene in 
the activity of  is unclear, A-carriers (A ) have lower levels of -

IAA, the main metabolite of - , as compared to -carriers ( hen et al., 
), suggesting reduced -  transmission. In addition, A-carriers (A  

and A 9 ) show higher levels of aggression and e plicit anger ( anuck et 
al., 999  euter  ennig, ). hese findings suggest two contrasting 
hypotheses regarding the potential effect of this polymorphism on  
effectivity. n the one hand, A-carriers demonstrate elevated levels of 
aggression and e plicit anger, suggesting much room for improvement 
following  supplementation. Alternatively, their reduced -  activity 
might actually lead to less impact of  based on the hypothesis that  
is especially effective when the firing rate of serotonergic neurons is high. 
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urrently it is not yet clear if and in which direction this polymorphism 
predicts response to  supplementation and more research would be 
valuable to answer this question.  

he second functionally relevant polymorphism is in the -  
gene, which can have either long (l) or short (s) alleles. In homo ygotic 
carriers of the l  allele, e pression of the serotonin transporter ( - ) is 
higher and the reuptake of -  is almost double as compared to 
hetero ygous or homo ygous carriers of the s  allele ( eils et al., 996). 

his increased reuptake of -  suggests l-carriers have less -  activity 
than s-carriers, but, counterintuitively, s-carriers seem to be the ones who 
have lower -  function (Bethea et al., ). orrespondingly, they 
demonstrate increased risk for depression ( aspi et al., ) and higher 
levels of trait an iety ( esch et al., 996). It has been proposed the 
counterintuitive effect of transport availability on serotonergic activity may 
be due to the polymorphism s effect on early brain development (Bethea et 
al., ), leading to adaptions persisting into adulthood. ince s-carriers 
have reduced -  function, it is possible they are more reactive to -  
manipulations ( erit, ans,  van der oes, ) and benefit more from 

 supplementation than l-carriers. owever, as is the case with the  
polymorphism, it is also possible reduced -  activity might actually lead 
to less effect of , as  might be most effective in neurons with high 
firing rates. In contrast, one study showed  reduced the physiological 
response to social stress in s-carriers, but not l-carriers ( erit, ans,  van 
der oes, ). hus, it seems that s-carriers may benefit more from  
supplementation than l-carriers. urthermore, it is important to note there 
is an A-G polymorphism in the l  allele of the -  gene, leading to 
the distinction between an lA  and lG  variant, with the lG  variant being 
functionally similar to the s  allele ( u et al., 6). his raises the 
possibility that both the s  and lG  allele may be associated with stronger 
responses to  supplementation. ence, disregarding the A-G 
polymorphism in the l  allele might lead to an underestimation of the -

 gene s influence on  supplementation. or this reason we 
strongly recommend future studies to consider both these polymorphisms, 
to e plain variability in  response within samples and across studies.  
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Another potential determinant of  effects is inter-sub ect and 
inter-sample variability in several factors. or e ample, variation in body 
mass inde  (B I) might lead to different substance concentration levels 
when the same dose is given to all participants. Interestingly, only one of 
the above discussed studies included individuali ed dosages ( em er, 
Arnold, otolato,  c onnell, 9 6). It would be interesting to investigate 
whether individual differences in  effectivity might perhaps be 
e plained by an individual s B I. his would promote the use of 
individuali ed dosages (e.g. a dosage of  mg per kg of bodyweight instead 
of the same dosage for everyone), thereby increasing the chance to 
demonstrate consistent and replicable findings with . oreover, gender 
might modulate the efficacy of  supplementation, since -  synthesis 
seems to be lower in females than in males ( ishi awa et al., 99  akai et 
al., 6). onsistent with this finding,  depletion lowered mood in 
women but not in men ( llenbogen et al., 996). urthermore, age can 
significantly influence both serotonergic functioning and (pro)social 
behavior. or instance, ageing has been related to decreases in -  
availability, receptors, transporters, and en ymes ( idalgo, Ivanov,  ood, 

). In addition, at least in animals, aging and age-related diseases are 
associated with unbalanced  metabolism (van der Goot  ollen, ). 

owever, empathy and prosocial behavior have been found to improve 
with increasing age ( e, Gyurak, Goodkind,  evenson, ), although as 
pointed out by the authors themselves, a cross-sectional design cannot 
e clude the possibility that reported age differences in empathy and 
prosocial behavior may in fact be e plained by historical factors or 
contemporary social roles instead of age per se. or instance, in this study, 
study members of the older cohort grew up ust after the second world 
war, and their e periences of being in need and e periencing distress in 
those times might have contributed to enhanced empathy and more 
prosocial behavior towards others in need. Additionally, old age might be 
associated with reduced self-sufficiency and, as a consequence, increased 
dependency on more prosocial behavior towards others. In sum, more 
longitudinal research that also takes into account contemporary social roles 
is needed to disentangle and understand the relation between , - , 
ageing, and social behavior.  
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astly we would like to stress the importance of baseline levels of 
social behaviors or related measures. his suggestion is based on the 
finding of rockett, lark, auser, and obbins ( ), who showed 
citalopram only affected moral udgments in those who reported higher 
baseline empathy levels. Given that one mechanism by which  could act 
is through the biasing of information processing towards positive stimuli, 
this suggests that in individuals with low - , the initial bias towards 
negative stimuli might be greatest and hence they could benefit most from 
an increase in - . owever, evidence for a relation between  efficacy 
and initial -  state is still controversial ( ilber  chmitt, ). elated 
to the previous point, e tensive research is needed to investigate the 
possible long-term effects of . his issue is particularly important when 
placebo-controlled within-sub ects designs are implemented, as it may help 
to set the appropriate distance between two or more critical sessions (e.g., 
placebo and  for evidence suggesting the importance of this issue, see 
e.g., the results reported by oskowit , inard, uroff, Annable,  oung, 

).  

  
 

As the biochemical precursor of - ,  has the potential to enhance 
serotonergic function in the brain. here is promising utility of  
supplementation for patients or individuals suffering from disorders or 
behaviors related to dysfunctions in the -  system, as  might help 
improve control over negative social behavior such as aggression, although 
studies on this issue are still limited. here is also promising potential of 

 for promoting positive social behavior such as agreeableness, sharing, 
helping, donating in healthy humans. his suggests  supplementation 
may be a useful tool to enhance social functioning in ine pensive and 
efficient ways.  

, through stimulating -  synthesis, possibly acts by inducing a 
positive bias in information processing, leading to more attentiveness to 
positive stimuli and, as a consequence, less negative (e.g. aggressive), social 
behavior. his suggests the effect of  on social behaviors may be 
strongest for individuals with low baseline -  functioning, as their initial 
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bias towards negative stimuli might be greatest. owever, evidence for this 
relation between  efficacy and initial -  state is still controversial 
( ilber  chmitt, ). 

 It is important to acknowledge that, aside from inducing a bias in 
information processing, the modulating effect of  on social behavior 
might also be mediated by other pathways. or instance,  
administration and increases in brain  are also associated with better 
quality of sleep and better mood (for a review see ilber  chmitt, ), 
which might impact behavior in several ways. he relationship between  
and quality of sleep is not surprising if one considers that -  is also the 
precursor of melatonin, which plays an important role in regulating the 
sleep-wake cycle ( ichardson, ). urthermore,  is reckoned to have 
a mild sedative effect, possibly due to the increase in melatonin production 
associated with the increase in -  levels ( uddick, 6  Bravo et al., 

). uch a relation may e plain, for e ample, the positive effects that 
 can have on impulsive behavior ( ilber  chmitt, ).  

he relation between  and mood may represent an alternative 
pathway through which  can affect social behavior. As pointed out by 

oung ( ), given that increases in -  may have positive effects on 
mood, and as better mood is typically associated with more positive social 
interactions, the effects of  in promoting social behavior may ust reflect 
the consequence of better mood following  intake, though the opposite 
may be true as well.  

Interestingly, improved sleep and mood are related to reduced 
stress and better coping abilities (e.g. arkus et al., ). hen 
e periencing stress, people tend to behave and process information in ways 
that are less resource demanding ( tarcke  Brand, ). As taking into 
account the mental states of others can be considered resource demanding 
(e.g., pley, eysar, an Boven,  Gilovich, ), a stressed individual may 
tend towards behaviors and processes that are more egocentric or self-
centered (i.e., to behave less prosocially  but see von awans, ischbacher, 

irschbaum, ehr,  einrichs, )  a possibility that, however, may 
apply only to men, as females seem to be able to e press accurate social 
responses during stress  omova, von awans, einrichs, ilani,  amm, 

). herefore, one may argue that, at least in men,  may improve 
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social behavior by reducing stress. owever, the lack of a straightforward 
relation between , stress and social behavior makes this possibility 
highly speculative.  

aken together, the aforementioned observations cannot allow one 
to rule out that at least some of the effects of  administration on social 
behavior might in fact be a result of enhanced sleep and mood, and or 
reduced stress. his warrants further investigations in order to understand 
the potential role of these factors in mediating  effects on social 
behavior.  

Another important consideration pertains to the fact that  can 
be metaboli ed not only through the -  pathway but also through the 
kynurenine ( ) pathway. In fact, outside the central nervous system, only 
one percent of dietary  is converted into - . hat is, the ma ority of 

 is cataboli ed along the  pathway ( usso et al., ). In the first 
step of this metabolic way,  is transformed into . e t,  is 
converted to a series of metabolites, such as -hydro ykynurenine and 
quinolinic acid (for a detailed e planation of this o idative pathway, see 

usso et al., ). Interestingly,  can pass the blood brain barrier and 
lead to the production of neuroactive metabolites that modulate 
glutamatergic and cholinergic signaling ( apuron  iller, ), suggesting 

 effects are not mediated solely by - . his might be particularly true 
for females suffering from irritable bowel syndrome, as they show an 
increase of  catabolism along the  pathway, which contributes to 
the abnormal -  functioning in this syndrome ( it gerald et al., ). 

ence, taking into account individual differences in  metabolism (e.g. 
the amount of  metaboli ed via the  pathway vs. via the -  
pathway) may provide important insights into the effectivity of  in 
modulating social behavior.  

e would like to point out that in laboratory studies such as the 
ones discussed in this review, social behavior is typically measured by 
attitudes, behavioral indicators of helping or self-reported intent to help, 
aggressiveness, etc. owever, more direct behavioral measures such as 
charitable donating ( teenbergen, ellaro,  ol ato, ) and aggressive 
incidents ( orand, oung,  rvin, 9 ) are sometimes used as well. Aside 
from the possibility that attitudes assess socially desirable responses and 
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not behavior per se, the variability in measures used to assess social 
behavior makes the reviewed studies hard to compare. e would therefore 
like to call for more direct measures of social behavior to be used in future 
studies on  supplementation, as this may help gaining a better 
understanding on how  can affect social behavior in real-life situations, 
outside the lab. In addition, other measures of prosocial behavior that have 
not yet been investigated in relation to , such as how much time people 
are willing to spend with others ( arrelly, oan, hite,  oung, ), 
could be considered as well.  

Although more research is needed to disentangle and understand 
the relation between individual differences,  effectivity, -  
functioning, and social conte ts and interactions, we conclude  can be 
an effective method of modulating social behavior. 
 

  


